
 
     
 
May 23, 2013 
 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
Colorado River Valley Field Office 
2300 River Frontage Road 
Silt, CO 81652 
Via Email: BLM_CO_SI_CRVFO_Webmail@blm.gov 
  
Attn: Sutey Ranch land exchange, Comments on Environmental Assessment 
 

The Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association (RFMBA) has been a supporter of the Sutey Ranch Land 
exchange from the outset due to the very significant benefits it will bring to our mountain biking 
community in the Roaring Fork Valley. We filed comments supporting the exchange during your scoping 
period, and thank you for the opportunity to provide additional comments on your environmental 
assessment (EA) of the project. As is emphasized particularly on pages 3-28-30 in your recently released 
EA, the BLM will give up lands that are difficult for the public to access in return for acquiring lands that 
already, or have the potential to, receive heavy public recreational use. We commend the BLM for 
undertaking and justifying in great detail the recreational benefits of the exchange, which we believe will 
result in thousands of more mountain bike user day opportunities than under the “no exchange” (i.e. status 
quo) alternative. 

Nowhere is this worthy tradeoff more evident than the case of the 112 acre West Crown parcel (non-
Federal parcel 2) three miles east of Carbondale. Several years ago representatives from RFMBA toured 
the parcel with Western Land Group, Pitkin County Open Space and nearby landowners in an effort to 
develop a strategy for the public to acquire the parcel. While Pitkin County made a strong effort to 
purchase the property, their effort was ultimately unsuccessful. In addition, it was recognized that BLM 
ownership of parcel 2 was probably a better long-term ownership fit  for the parcel given its location 
immediately adjacent to your popular Crown area, and parcel 2’s extensive network of mountain bike 
trails which provide access to and from the Crown. We estimate that many thousands of recreationists use 
the trails on non-Federal parcel 2 each year, especially on weekends. Thus, we were very pleased when 
Two Shoes was able to acquire the land and include it in the Sutey Ranch exchange. Conveying non-
Federal parcel 2 to BLM in the exchange will permanently legalize public use of the parcel and its trail 
network by mountain bikers and hikers. It will also provide a fallback location for parking off the Prince 
Creek Road in the unlikely event that efforts to establish parking lower down on the TyBar Ranch fail. 

Although it is termed a “connected action” on page 2-6 of the EA, RFMBA welcomed the announcement 
by Two Shoes and Pitkin County last fall that Two Shoes would donate $700,000 to Pitkin County (if the 
exchange happens) to assist Pitkin with the purchase of land and trail construction on the TyBar Ranch 
adjacent to parcel 2. We understand that the TyBar process is going well, and note that if everything 
works out, the combined Parcel 2 acquisition by BLM and TyBar easements will result in:1)new public 
parking at the “Bull Pen” area on the lower Prince Creek Road; 2) approximately 1 mile of new trail on 
the TyBar Ranch that connects directly into the existing trails on non-Federal Parcel 2; and 3)  permanent 
public ownership of the now private trail(s) on parcel 2. All told, the exchange and “connected” TyBar 
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action will result in more than 2 miles of trail being permanently open to the public in one of the most 
popular mountain biking areas near Carbondale. This will be a huge improvement over the status quo, 
where bikers coming up from Carbondale are forced to use the Prince Creek Road through TyBar. As the 
EA indicates, it will also remedy a very unsafe parking situation at the intersection of the Prince Creek 
and Prince Creek Subdivision roads. Your EA did an excellent job of explaining these benefits. 

However, Prince Creek is not the only place where the proposed land exchange will benefit mountain 
bikers. Equally important is the BLM acquisition of the 557 acre Sutey Ranch adjacent to BLM’s Red 
Hill Special Recreation Management Area (SRMA). Existing mountain bike trails in the northern portion 
of the SRMA come within yards of the Sutey Ranch boundary, and it would require little new trail work 
to link into a wildlife sensitive trail through Sutey to County Road 112. Once at CR 112, it is then less 
than a mile ride on CR 112 until you reach BLM’s trails in the Fisher Creek area. (BLM may wish to 
mention the Fisher Creek connection opportunity if an amended EA is published). Accordingly, if the 
exchange is completed, there will be an opportunity for mountain bikers to access the Red Hill SRMA at 
the Carbondale stoplight on Highway 82 and continue on BLM land all the way to Fisher Creek, except 
for the 1 mile stretch of travel on CR 112. Once again, this will be a huge improvement over the status 
quo/“no action” alternative discussed in the EA…not to mention the opportunity for a loop trail on Sutey 
Ranch. In addition, the possibility exists to construct a small parking area along CR 112 at the Sutey 
Ranch entrance, and this would provide alternative parking to get into the SRMA. RFMBA wishes to 
emphasize that we are sensitive to the wildlife values on the Sutey Ranch, and will look forward to 
working with BLM, the Red Hill Council, Colorado Parks and Wildlife and others to produce a 
management plan for the Sutey Ranch, or a combined SRMA/Sutey plan, that will properly balance 
wildlife and recreational needs. We commend the Wexner family for its very generous offer to donate a 
total of $1.1 million to assist BLM in planning and managing the West Crown and Sutey Ranch areas in 
the future. That too, is a major benefit of the exchange, which will greatly assist in long term stewardship 
of both areas. 

RFMBA also appreciates the extensive analysis devoted in the EA to explaining how the proposed 
exchange will benefit recreation in many different respects. We found your analysis to be complete and 
compelling. In summary, therefore, we hope you will proceed to approving the exchange at your earliest 
opportunity. It would be a tragedy, recreation-wise, if the exchange is not approved because the public 
would lose the exceptional benefits the exchange affords at Sutey and Prince Creek. In addition, the 
public would lose the combined $1.8 million in donations that the Wexner’s will make to Pitkin County 
and the BLM to plan for, manage and construct trails in the two areas, as discussed above. 

 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Mike Pritchard 
RFMBA, Board President 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RFMBA is a 501(c)(3) public charity.   
Our mission is to create and sustain the best possible mountain bike trail system and experience in the Roaring Fork Valley. 
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